
 

Africa is one of the major players in the global economic
future

New APO Group CEO, Lionel Reina, told Bizcommunity.Africa that the continent's major asset is its young and dynamic
population, who believe they can affect change and be conducive to Africa's development and success.

New APO Group CEO, Lionel Reina.

APO Group, the leading global media relations consultancy and press release distribution service formerly known as the
African Press Organization, announced the appointment of Reina in December 2018 as its new CEO. He is the former vice
president and general manager of the Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa region at Orange Business Services (OBS),
the B2B division of French telecoms company Orange.

APO was was founded in 2007 by a former French-Gabonese journalist, Nicolas Pompigne-Mognard, who wanted to
address journalists’ need for access to continent and country relevant information and data. APO Group has since become
an influential and reputable media relations consulting firm in Africa and the Middle East serving and advising over 300
multinational companies, organisations, governments and individuals doing business in Africa related to Africa. APO’s
clients includee Facebook, Uber, Marriott, Hilton, Orange, DHL, Philips, Coca-Cola, Siemens, Canon, PwC, EY, McKinsey
& Company, flydubai, DP World, to name but a few.

Here Reina answers our questions on Africa’s future in 2019:

Africa has experienced significant growth in recent years and the continent is home to six of the top 10 fastest growing
countries in the world. GDP in Africa has grown in real terms every year since 2009 for example, manufacturing production
in Africa has more than doubled over the past decade. Not to mention, Africa will represent 40% of humanity in 2100.

At APO Group, this has resulted in an increase in our activity as we support more and more international companies in
their development by advising them and helping them to get their visibility across Africa. Our customer portfolio grows by an
average of 25% per year. The African continent is now entering in a new phase in its development with the continuous
growth of its population, the development of new technologies and infrastructures all allowing for the doors to be open for
the rest of the world.

What can we look forward to on the African continent in 2019?

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
http://www.apo-opa.com/


First of All, Africa's growth is driven by a young, dynamic and entrepreneurial population with an ever-increasing number of
active women. For instance, today, the proportion of women entrepreneurs is more and more important: 25% of start-ups in
Africa are founded or run by women, compared to 17% in the United States. Africa’s labour force will increase from
620 million in 2013 to nearly 2 billion in 2063.

These new generations are pushing the continent towards new technological development. The digital revolution should also
be viewed as a driver of development. New technologies are spreading at a sustained pace in Africa with mobile Internet
penetration expected to rise from 26% to 38% of the population during the 2016-2020 period. A development that opens up
the field of possibilities in terms of education and youth employment and gives hope for indigenous and steady growth. The
expansion of new technologies is essential for the development of countries and we, through the firms we support in their
development, are aware of the enormous progress made by Africa in this field.

Finally, Africa is increasingly investing in sustainable development. Africa is the continent that contributes the least to
greenhouse gas emissions but is the one that suffers the most from the consequences such as droughts and flooding. In a
continent where soil resources are very important, climate change can have dramatic consequences. Sustainable
development is therefore one of the priorities and that is why the African Development Bank has decided to invest massively
in renewable energy: $12 billion over the period 2016-2020.

Africa is one of the major players in the global economic future, with exciting opportunities for global and African based
companies to build large and profitable businesses across the continent. By 2020, the Africa’s collective GDP is expecting
to reach $2.6 trillion. The real challenge for African economies is obtaining 'inclusive growth'. As of today, only 18% of
Africa’s total Trade represents Trade amongst African countries (65% in the European union). Africa should unify and
trade together to better the economy.

Indeed, the continent is entering a new phase in its early development and must now join forces to make it happen and to
assert its weight in international decisions. Some actions have already been taken in this direction such as the African
Continental Free Trade Area, decided in March 2018. Africa must continue and accelerate the implementation of common
policies within the continent, as Europe has done before.

The increase in demography - Africa will double its population by 2050; the rate of urbanisation and the emergence of a
middle class that consumes more locally, are all positive signs that show the development of a dynamic internal market and
therefore great opportunities for local businesses and regional trade. Africa is a continent with a fast-growing urbanising
population with big unmet needs. A recent McKinsey report shows that Africa is the World’s next big growth market which is
a trillion-dollar opportunity to industrialise this continent, to meet its rising domestic demand and create a bridge-head in
global export markets.

The issue of public governance remains also central to reducing dependency. This requires governments that are proactive
and able to act over the long term to develop growth factors in an indigenous way. Africa has all the keys to success, but it
absolutely must structure itself and strengthen the union and common policy of the continent's countries.

The continent's major asset is its young and dynamic population who believe they can affect change and be conducive to

What are the key cultural shifts and trends driving change?

How will Africa lead?

What are the key factors driving growth, economic development and political change on the
continent?

What gives you hope in Africa today?



Africa’s development and success. Africa has some of the most prestigious information and communication technology
training institutions in the world. The best universities have recently established themselves in Rwanda (NYU, Harvard,
London School of Economics).

Africa is now attracting $500 million in annual investment in start-ups in 2018, which is a good example of the dynamism of
its population. In the same way, the appetite of investors for the African private equity industry remains high as we see it at
APO Group. We are also there to provide our clients with the appropriate information to help them make the best investment
decisions at the right time.

*APO Group CEO, Lionel Reina, was interviewed for #BizTrends2019 by Bizcommunity.com Africa editor, Louise
Marsland.
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